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Abstract 
The imaging problems of common shot data with prestack reverse time migration method are solved with 
the forward continuation of source wave field and the backward continuation of receiver wave field in 
depth direction at the same time. In order to obtain imaging value, the conventional method is that the two 
wave fields implement cross correlation at the same time and stack the cross correlation value at all the 
same time. This method is fit for the case where the seismic wavelet is a pulse or minimum phase. 
However, in generally speaking, the event picked from seismic record is the peak of seismic wavelet 
which has a short time shift relative to the wavelet initial time. It subsequently results in some imaging 
position errors in cross correlation method. In this paper, theoretical seismic record are simulated and 
migrated by wave equation finite element prestack reverse time migration method with cross correlation 
imaging conditions. The influence of the time shift wavelet both in seismic source wave field and receiver 
wave field on the imaging accuracy is discussed. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the influence of 
time shift wavelet on the position error is related to the relative delay length of the peak of wavelet in the 
two wave fields and the medium velocity around the reflection point. The results provide a theoretical 
reference for the selection of seismic wavelet, which is important to the application of the cross 
correlation imaging conditions in prestack reverse time migration method. 
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1. Introduction 
Factors which influence the accuracy of migration imaging are discussed generally. But they mainly 
focused on good migration algorithms, appropriate migration aperture, accurate velocity model,  
satisfactory real data and good imaging conditions [1-4]. But the influence of time shift wavelet on the 
migration imaging accuracy is rarely discussed. If the medium velocity is given, the task of determining 
the reflection image is to obtain the spatial position and reflection coefficient of reflection point. Because 
exact reflection coefficient can be hardly obtained, the imaging reflection coefficient is presented by the 
ratio of amplitude of reflection wave and incident wave, which can indicate the relative magnitude of 
reflection coefficient of reflection point. The goal of migration imaging is to place the observed reflection 
wave and diffracted wave to the right point where generated, which need implement backward 
continuation of upgoing wave field, some extrapolated wave field values are obtained from the reflection 
wave at the reflection points themselves, and the others are obtained from the reflection wave at many 
points located under the reflection point. Therefore, we need extract imaging values from extrapolated 
wave field, the principle of reflection imaging is that the reflecting surface is comprised of reflection 
points, where the first arrival of incident wave and reflection wave occur simultaneously and the reflection 
coefficient is computed by ( , , ) / ( , , )d du x z t d x z t , here ( , , )du x z t is amplitude of reflection wave and 
( , , )dd x z t  is amplitude of incidence wave. In reflection wave imaging, imaging values can be obtained by 
cross correlation of the upgoing wave and downgoing wave. The accuracy of imaging by cross correlation 
depends on the determining of initial time of downgoing wave. It’s usually assumed that the imaging 
location is accurate [5, 6] if the downgoing wavelet is minimum phase or pulse wavelet. However, if it’s a 
short-time shift wavelet, the principle of reflection imaging is only a good approximate formula. In this 
paper, taking a diffraction point model for example, we’ve discussed the influence of different wavelet 
time shift on the accuracy of imaging position, during which we take the time of occurrence of wavelet 
peak as the initial time, choose the finite element prestack reverse time migration method of acoustic 
wave equation for simulation and migration, and use the cross correlation imaging conditions. 
2. The finite element prestack reverse time extrapolation equation  
The 2-D acoustic wave equation with constant density in time-space domain is 
2 2 21 P P P= + +q
2 2 2 2v t x z
෕ ෕ ෕
෕ ෕ ෕                                                              (1) 
Where, ( , , )P P x z t is acoustic pressure, ( , )v v x z  is wave velocity, x and z are space variables, 
and t is time. By partially discrete, that is, only in spatial domain, we can obtain the Galerkin finite 
element equation of equivalent integral weak form from equation (1), using weighted residual method.  
Mα +Cα + Kα = Qt t t t                                                                 (2) 
Where, M is mass matrix, K is stiffness matrix and C is damping matrix. The explicit reverse time 
extrapolation equation is expressed as follow by using centered difference method: 
1 1 2 1 1M - C α = - K - M α - M + C αt - Δt t t +Δt2 2 22Δt 2ΔtΔt Δt Δt
§ · § · § ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹ © ¹                               (3) 
3. Cross correlation imaging principle 
One of the key points in seismic migration method is the selection of imaging conditions, which 
determines directly the imaging effect and costing. Here we choose to use the cross correlation imaging 
conditions, which are widely considered to be better in imaging. 
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Where, ( , )Map x z denotes the reflection coefficient. ( , , )rP x z t and ( , , )sP x z t implement cross 
correlation in the entire wave field at each time step. And the integration indicates the imaging in image 
space, ( , )Map x z is the summation of all image values at each time step. 
Using reverse time migration cross correlation imaging conditions, the procedures of imaging are: 
(1) Compute forward modeling of acoustic wave equation, and save the wave field information at all 
time steps. 
(2) Obtain the receiver wave field by reverse time extrapolation. 
(3) At each time step, the saved wave field ( , , )rP x z t  and the receiver wave field ( , , )sP x z t  implement 
imaging calculation, and the computed image value is added to the imaging space ( , )Map x z . 
(4) Repeat step (2) and step (3) until time is zero. 
The first step and second step need choose the initial time of upgoing wave and downgoing wave. 
Ricker wavelet is used in this paper, and its time of occurrence of peak is taken as the initial time. 
4. Error Analysis of time shift wavelet 
In order to analyze the influence of wavelet time shift on migration imaging accuracy, we design a 
point diffraction model. As shown in Fig. 1. 
                                  
 
 
Point A is an underground diffraction point, the medium velocity surrounding point A  is v , point S is 
shot point, point R  is receiving point, the propagation time from S to A  is denoted by SAt  and the 
propagation time from A  to R  is denoted by RAt . In prestack reverse time migration of two-way wave, 
cross correlation will be used to obtain the imaging value as long as the seismic source wave field and 
receiver wave field are extrapolated to the same time. If the seismic source wavelet and the record 
wavelet are pulse or minimum phase wavelet, the imaging position is accurate when the two wave fields 
are extrapolated to point A . While if the seismic source wave field peak of wavelet has a time shift BAt  
relative to that of receiver wave field, the seismic source wave field peak of wavelet is located at point B 
and the receiver wave field peak is at point A . When the seismic source wave field and receiver wave 
field are extrapolated to point A , the imaging is not possible by cross correlation at time SAt . Only when 
the seismic source wave field is extrapolate to point C passing point A , that is, the extrapolation time is 
1
2SA BA
t t , and at the same time, receiver wave field is extrapolated to point C , that is, the extrapolation 
 
Fig. 2. Cross correlation imaging process with time 
shift  BAt  of receiver wave field wavelet  
Fig. 1. Cross correlation imaging process with 
time shift BAt of source wavelet 
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time is 1
2SA BA
t t , can the cross correlation be used to compute the image value. This is because now the 
seismic source wave field peak of wavelet is at point D  (point D  is the middle point of line BA ), the 
receiver wave field peak of wavelet is at point C , and the point D  is at the same depth level with point 
C . The imaging position is at the depth of horizontal line of DC , which is 1
2 u BA
v t  meters less than the 
true depth point A . Here uv  is the medium velocity above point A . 
5. Example 
As shown in Fig. 2, the receiver wave field peak of wavelet has a time shift BAt relative to that of 
seismic source wave field, RD BAt t . When the seismic source wave field begins to propagate, the 
receiver wave field peak has already arrived at point D . And when seismic wave field implement 
downward continuation for a time of SEt  arriving at point E , and the receiver wave field implement 
upward continuation for a time of DEt also arriving at point E , the imaging value can be obtained by 
implementing cross correlation of the two wave fields, whose depth is 1
2 u RD
v t  meters. At time SAt , 
when seismic source wave field implement downward continuation to point A , that is the seismic source 
peak of wavelet arrives at point A , while the receiver wave field peak of wavelet has arrived at point B . 
Because of time shift, the imaging value at point A  cannot be obtained. Only when the receiver wave 
field implement upward continuation for a time of 1
2 BA
t from point B , arriving at point C , and the 
seismic source wave field implement downward continuation for a time of 1
2 BA
t  from A , also arriving at 
C  ( C  is the middle point of line AB ), can cross correlation be used to compute the image value at point 
C  at time 1
2RA BA
t t . However, the depth of point C  is 1
2 d BA
v t  meters more than the true depth 
point A . Here dv  is medium velocity under point A . Therefore, if the receiver wave field peak of wavelet 
has a positive time shift relative to that of seismic source wave field, there will be two false imaging 
points under and above the true diffraction point. 
 
                                       
 
 
Fig. 3. Diffraction point model Fig. 4. Single shot seismic Fig. 5. Migrated results of Fig.4 with 
time shift 50ms of source wavelet 
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By similar analysis, it can be concluded that when the seismic source wave field and receiver wave 
field have the same time shift, the imaging accuracy can’t be affected. 
In order to verify the above theoretical analysis, some tests have been implemented for a point 
diffraction model by regarding the occurrence of the peak of zero-phase Ricker wavelet as initial time. 
Fig. 3 is the velocity model. There is a diffraction point in the depth of 500m, the velocity around the 
diffraction point is 4000m/s. The source is located above the diffraction point and 101 geophones are laid 
out on its both sides with trace spacing of 10 meters. Fig. 4 is the seismic record by assuming that there is 
no time shift for the peak of wavelet. Now we compute the migration imaging with finite element 
prestack reverse time migration method based on cross correlation imaging conditions. When we choose 
the time shift of the source wavelet is 50ms, the imaging position is at the depth of 400m which is 100m 
less than the true depth (see Fig.5). Fig.6 shows the seismic record by assuming that there is 50ms time 
shift for the peak of wavelet. For this case, the imaging positions are at the depth of 500m (see Fig.7), 
when we choose the time shift of the peak of source wavelet is 50ms. When there is no time shift of the 
peak of source wavelet, the imaging position is at the depth of 600m (see Fig.8), which is 100m deeper 
than true position. 
6. Conclusions 
In cross correlation imaging conditions, if the seismic source wave field forward modeling and receiver 
wave field backward extrapolation have different time shift, the numerical experiments demonstrate that 
the imaging error depends on the relative time shift of seismic source wavelet and seismic record wavelet 
and the medium velocity surrounding the diffraction point. 
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Fig. 6. Single shot seismic record with 
time shift 50ms of source wavelet 
Fig. 7. Migrated results of Fig.6 with 
time shift 50ms of source wavelet 
Fig. 8. Migrated results of Fig.6 
without time shift of source wavelet 
